• THE WORLD OF INTERNATIONAL TRIALS

racing captivates Dick Burleson and
Frank Galio. They chase the same elusive
goals, but each looks at their shared
world from a different point of view. Burle
son—at the wise old age of 30—speaks
with the experience of eight ISDTs and
five National Enduro Championships be
hind him. Gallo—at the optimistic age of
21 —speaks with the aggressiveness of a
successful three-time Six Days rider.
Both Burleson and Gallo came home
from the 1978 Trials, held September 49th in Sweden, with Gold Medals. Gallo
was fifth in the 500cc class. This made
him “first American overall,” but this rat
ing is unofficial; only Team finishes are
officially awarded. Burleson was 10th in
the 250cc class. Thirty-five other Ameri
cans made the journey to Sweden. A total
of 27 earned Gold Medals, four Silver, one
Bronze, and five did not finish. The Ameri
can Trophy Team captured fifth in the
world, and the Silver Vase Team—which
lost a rider, Greg Davis, the first dayfinished 15th. Czechoslovakia won the
World Trophy, and Italy won the Vase.
For most people, those vital statistics
reveal nearly everything worth knowing
about the day-to-day happenings of the
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ISDT. But the entire Six Days world of
Burleson and Gallo and the other 35
Americans is terribly interesting; the ISDT
is the ultimate off-road endurance event.
So Cycle chose to interview two of our
premier Six Days riders to check on the
Americans’ progress as competitors, to
ask each of them about some of the
highlights of the 1978 ISDT and, finally, to
find out what it would take to field a
winning Trophy Team. Each was inter
viewed individually, and Gallo was joined
by Jack Lehto, KTM's Team Manager and
a former ISDT rider. All their remarks have
been structured here to follow a consis
tent story line.
ISDT racing has one major point in
common with motocross: each was a
European game when Americans dis
covered it. Riders from the United States
began competing in Europe in the early
1960s. When the United States hosted its
inaugural ISDT in 1973, America’s Husqvarna-mounted Silver Vase Team of Mal
colm Smith, Dick Burleson, Ron Bohn and
Ed Schmidt became the first and so far
only of our teams to win this prestigious
category.
But victory in the most prestigious

class—the Six-man World Trophy Team—
has eluded the American teams so far. To
understand how proficient the main com
petition—Czechoslovakia, Italy, West Ger
many and the German Federal Republic—
is, one need only look at results of the last
27 ISDTs. Czechoslovakia has won the
Trophy Team 13 times, West Germany
four times and the German Federal Re
public eight times. Additionally, Czecho
slovakians have captured the Vase Team
13 times and Italians five times. Ameri
cans are going against some people who
don’t exactly rely on luck.
Every year our teams are getting better.
They're learning how to finish on Gold.
But, as Dick Burleson says, "As far as I
know, we've never finished a Trophy
Team with six Gold medals. You’ve got to
finish to win. We haven’t even reached
that point.” A major factor contributing to
finishing, and a subject of much contro
versy, is “support,” which is a euphemism
for cheating. According to the rules, a
rider cannot replace the marked parts of
his machine and cannot receive outside
assistance in making trail-side repairs. In
reality, riders often receive spare parts
which they did not have in their posses
sion, and rumors sometimes circulate

FROM THE ISDT
By Don Phillipson
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about even more flagrant infractions such
as the replacement of entire motorcycles.
Both Burleson and Gallo emphasize that
they personally feel as though the spirit
and intention of the Six Days demands a
rider do his own work. But both also
acknowledge that America uses full-scale
support teams.
Cycle: What exactly is "support”?
Gallo: “The Czechs, for example, place
men outside of certain sections. They (the
riders) go into the woods from a road on a
loop and then come back out on the road

Frank Gallo: "When I rode
the National motocioss circuit,
I found out they're just a
group of people doing a
different type of racing.
section. The support men watch the
riders go into the woods and then go
down the road section about half an hour
or so and wait for their riders. You see,
they would know that their riders are in
the section. They wouldn’t necessarily
need to follow them. They would know
roughly when the riders are due out of
there. If one wasn’t out at such and such a
time, and they knew roughly where he
was at, then they’d go after him. That’s
basically what we had this year too.”
Jack Lehto: “It’s best to have someone
at the end of a section; if your rider breaks
down, you hope that someone coming out
of the section will inform you. Usually you
won’t be able to get to him in time to do
any good, but it’s good just to get by his
side and offer moral support. Ordinarily,
you don’t help the rider because he can
do repairs faster than anybody anyway.
"You have to be very clever. Take the
case of Jack Penton this year. We had
four people on the course to look for
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riders. I was at the Special Test course,
and three other people were on the
course to see if everything was going
along smoothly. Jack Penton happened
to go by Dave Duarte with no problems.
Then he ran the Special Test and got a flat
tire right at the end, after he had gone by
all of us. So where is the optimum place to
put a guy? That is what we have to learn.
Also, we learned where to mount the
tubes. The vibration and chafing of the
rear fender—where we had the tubes
mounted—wore small holes through the
tubes and the bags that the tubes were in.
"All right, he made it one minute late to
the checkpoint anyway, but it happened
to be one of the control points where we
didn’t have anybody. So he couldn’t get
any help there, and he had to ride another
section with a flat. Finally Kevin LaVoie
gave him a tube, and that was no good;
John Fero gave him a tube and that was
no good. That was how many times he
changed a tire to put a tube in.
"Sometimes the situation comes up
that a part is broken or damaged. You can
have parts from nearly the whole motorcy
cle, but as luck would have it, the broken
part is usually the one you don’t have. In
that case, maybe the rider will go ahead,
and you’ll make arrangements to help him
out at another point. This is what we call
support. It’s not cheating. Sure, it’s bend
ing the rules, but how many people drive
55 miles per hour?"
Cycle: For example, the support crew
would have an inner tube that the rider
needed, and they would hand it to him?
Lehto: "Right.”
Cycle: If they were caught doing that,
would the rider be disqualified?
Lehto: “Yes.”
Cycle: Is it rare that the winners will do
this?
Lehto: ‘Very rare. You don’t find a
Czechoslovakian rider riding a different
motorcycle. They're too well disciplined in
the preparation of their motorcycles and
the way they ride; they don’t need this.
And there’s no time. If you change a bike it
takes time, and you’re on the borderline of
going out of Gold anyway.
“Still, the Czechs were out there to help
their riders. It was pretty evident when you
would see them going all day long. There
was this one stretch of road that went
from one section to another. It was like a
separate Six Days. There were so many
support riders we'd damn near have
head-on collisions. Everyone’s speculat
ing about what the other’s doing. This
happens every year. It becomes some
what of a game—everyone’s suspect."
This year, Burleson (a member of the
Vase Team) and Gallo (a member of the
Trophy Team) both had Gold Medal rides
going the entire week. Both would have
improved their class standing in the final
day’s Special Test. Ordinarily, the sixth
day’s trail ride is shortened to allow a
longer, 30-minute Special Test. It rained

so hard the last day in Sweden that a mud
bog formed and some riders could not
even finish the Special Test. Moreover,
the scorers lost track of the riders’ posi
tions because of muddy number plates.
The results of the final Special Test, usu
ally a crucial factor in the ISDT, were
thrown out.
Cycle: Tell us about the Sixth Day.
Burleson: "It’s the first time they’ve ever
had to throw out the final Special Test,
and that’s the 53rd Six Days. They had a
really fast and straight start area with a
bleacher set up for the scorers. We went
down the straightaway wide open in a big
ball of mud, and that was where they were
supposed to score us. They didn’t have
the sense to put up a little chicane. The
problem came when they were physically
unable to read our numbers.
"Then the course deteriorated sq badly
that one mudhole became close to im
passable. It was really a low point. As a
matter of fact, there was a lot of discus
sion at the jury meeting about whether or
not to validate the Six Days. They were so
screwed up, and they didn’t even score
the Test. They blew it... So they had two
choices: Either throw out the Six Days
altogether or throw out the Special Test.”
Gallo: “Paul Rottler, the West German
guy who was in fourth place in the 500
class, got stuck in the mudhole. Since he
couldn’t get out, he tried to stop every
body else to get a protest going. He stood
right in the middle of the track . . . right in
the way. Finally, the West German team
manager came over and started talking
(Continued on page 110)

Dick Burleson: "How do we put
together a winning Trophy Team?
That's the question that comes
up every year after we don't win.”
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On the sixth day, rain begat mud
and the mud eventually became
a bike-swallowing bog. But the
scorers lost track of the numbers
and had to invalidate the Special
Test. Burleson (below left) and Gallo
earned Gold Medals anyway.
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some high-powered German, and Rottler
immediately began pulling on his bike to
get it out of the mud."
Cycle: Did you have any major prob
lems with the bike?
Gallo: "I discovered how invaluable
duct tape is. Without it I would have been
out of the trials when I broke my gas tank.
It was a strange situation; I didn’t even
know I did it. I was in a muddy uphill
section and there were a couple of guys
stuck on it. I went up the embankment, but
it was sloppy mud and I couldn’t really see
the ground. I hit a root and the bike flipped
over real quick. I threw my foot down and I
thought I had caught most of the bike that
way. I knew I’d bumped a tree too but I
didn’t give it any thought. I was only about
a minute from a check, and when I came
in there was gas streaming from my tank.
Teddy Schwartz immediately jumped up
in the air: 'Your gas tank’s leaking!’ I threw
my bike down on its side. I had duct tape
in my pouch; I just wiped it clean and
taped it up. I went almost one full lap
before it started leaking again; then I had
to tape it. I’ll tell you though, that was a
good size hole.”
Burleson and Gallo both note that the
American riders are better trail riders than
Special Test riders. This is one of the
reasons that a tough ISDT favors the
Americans. Sweden's trails were, accord
ing to all, relatively easy.
Cycle: Were there any tough trail sec
tions?
Burleson: “The one tough section we
had was on the third day, a stretch that
was rocky with some heavy mud, that
some guys lost some time in. On the
fourth day you came down that, but they
had put up long wooden planks right
through it. Just like a highway; I couldn’t
believe it. So they threw out the only part
that was challenging; they put a bridge
over it.”
Cycle: What were your feelings about
the entire Six Days, the overall mood?
Burleson: "The real essence of the
event is how long it is, and how it goes on
and it goes on and it goes on. You ride
and . . . whew. You get up the next morn
ing and you ride and . . . whew. You get
up the next morning and you ride and . . .
whew. You do that for six days in a row.
“One of the things that I’ve found in the
last number of years is that—well, when I
first started to ride the Six Days, and the
second time and maybe even the third,
when I got there, I was quite nervous. But
in the last number of years, as soon as I
get on the bike, it feels like another day of
a continuous Six Days. It's like the last
year's ISDT and I’m just starting another
day. I just get on the bike—brrrt down the
trail—get done, put new tires on it, im
pound it, and the next day I get on the
bike—brrrt down the trail—put new tires
on it, impound it. It’s continuous; it’s
grown together. It’s a weird feeling. I don’t
know what that’s from. It’s kinda weird.”
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Burleson and Gallo have much in com as I can. It keeps me from getting bored
mon: they consider the Six Days the high with doing just one thing.”
Cycle: What are your plans for the
light of the year, more important than any
other event. Both train and compete out Nationals?
Gallo: “I don’t think I’ll be able to ride
of a dedication to the event; doing well is a
personal goal. But there is a major dif the Nationals next year because of the
ference between the two. Everything scoring procedure. I was 20th in the Open
Gallo does is directed at improving his class this year, but I didn’t have regional
abilities in ISDT competition. He raced the grading points. That’s why I’m not riding
500cc National Motocross series in 1978 the Trans-AMA—I’m not qualified to. This
so that he could be faster in the ISDT year, the Nationals were set up so that you
Special Tests. Burleson, on the other just came and signed up. Next year
hand, is also committed to being National they’re going to go to the rating setup.
Enduro Champion. Several years ago, he Whether or not I ride the Nationals next
raced some professional motocross and year will be based on how well I do in the
still practices it regularly. Nevertheless, Florida series."
Cycle: In every other type of racing,
Dick Burleson considers himself an ISDT
and enduro man; being the best enduro there is a lot of inter-brand rivalry. Is there
rider in the country prepares him for being as much in Six Days, or is it mainly. Ameri
the best Trials rider only if the Six Days is cans first?
particularly tough. That is an important
Gallo: "It’s Americans first. Over there,
"if"; usually the Special Tests determine it’s just like a Two Day (Qualifier). You go
the Trials winner.
there and prepare your bike; everybody
Cycle: Would it simply take better sup walks around on Fridays to see what’s
port and more motocross experience to new at each camp. Everybody’s willing to
pass on knowledge. It’s always been that
give America a winning team?
Lehto: "That would be 80 per cent of it. way. It’s not a cutthroat deal; it’s not like
But you get to a point where more support the half-mile or the mile, where a guy will
just doesn’t do it. You need qualified trim a tire and hide it when somebody else
support. It’s hard to find good support- walks by. Everybody enjoys the people
people who have been to Six Days and they’re with—that’s what keeps people
racing. Even at the Nationals, when I rode
with those guys, I got to know them and
"This is what we call
found out they’re just a group of people
support. It's not cheating.
doing a different type of racing. There’s a
Sure, it's bending the
few that are snobby but most of the guys
rules, but how many people
are out there working hard like you are.
drive 55 miles per hour."
They’re just out motocrossing.”
Though motocrossers’ and Six Days
know the intricacies of the event. We can’t riders’ attitudes toward racing may be
afford to pay them to go over to Six Days. similar, the reality of the entire scene is
They have to want to go over. I think a lot different. Pro motocrossers make money.
of the attraction of the event is its mys Lots of money. And this fact leads to a
tique. Jim Fishback said it: he’d ridden all paradox: it seems as if—given the neces
kinds of other events, and he wanted to try sity of being ungodly fast in the Special
Six Days. He’d been an Expert in moto Tests—America needs Pro-level moto
cross, desert and speedway, but there’s a cross racers on the Six Days team in order
certain appeal about the ISDT. For the to be truly competitive. But realistically
most part, if you take the 35 or 40 men there’s an unavoidable question. Why
who go over, about 15 of them are serious would someone race Six Days for per
about winning. The rest of them are just sonal fulfillment when he can race moto
there because of its charisma.”
cross for cash profit?
Gallo: “We do it for a sense of personal
With an abundance of motocross talent
achievement, because we want to. Going and a pure desire to race Six Days, Gallo
to Six Days this year, everyone on the has only one answer, and it’s probably the
Trophy Team paid $150 to help with the only legitimate answer—he wants to do it.
motel rooms and all. A lot of people think
He ought to be cloned.
we’re getting paid to do it; actually, we
We approached Burleson with our
help pay our way to ride. The Czechs are brash observations and asked what he
in the army; they train and the army hands thought it would take to win.
Cycle: What’s the real difference be
them a pay check at the end of the
month.”
tween the Czechoslovakians and the
Cycle: They're full-time, year-round Americans? Experience?
riders then?
Burleson: "Yeah, that’s one of the
Gallo: “Yeah. That's all they do.”
things. Those guys have all ridden a num
Cycle: Would you rather concentrate ber of Six Days. But there’s more than
on getting better for the Six Days than that. There’s a lot of things involved. They
riding enduros?
have a lot of experience, but anybody can
Gallo: “My idea of enjoying racing is get that over a period of time. Their bikes
racing. It’s getting on a starting line and are good but not vastly superior. Their
riding maybe a two-hour Hare Scrambles bikes are stone reliable, it seems. Less
or a motocross. I like to do as many things
(Continued on page 112)
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than great in the handling department.
Heavy. Not a lot of travel. They're a bit
behind the times.
“They’ve had to hurry in the last few
years to try and catch up. The Italians are
showing them that; they have later sus
pension equipment and are actually beat
ing them in the Special Tests. But they
(the Italians) are not experienced enough
nor disciplined enough or whatever, to
make it go for six days. Those guys do a
lot more motocross.
“Half, at least, of the American riders
are really enduro riders. So that in an
event like the 73 Six Days in the States,
which was a lot of trails, hard trails, we did
a lot better. We have more trail experi
ence, and we're kind of tuned in to going
the distance without having problems or
making problems for ourselves."
Cycle: Would you consider riding moto
cross here to get better for the Special
Tests? Do you think it's necessary?
Burleson: “I think it’s good. Yeah, I think
it's good. I’d like to do some more myself,
but I'm kind of committed to the enduro
thing, which takes about every weekend
of the whole year. So I have more of a time
problem than anything else.
“So what you’re getting at is how do we
put together a winning Trophy team, a
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"If we could have Bob Hannah
in the Special Tests over
there at the Six Days, why . . .
we'd smoke 'em cold.

1i
1 possibly winning team. That’s the ques
1 tion that comes up every year after we
1 don’t win. What can we do? Well, we’re
not really competitive in the Special Tests.
We’re medium competitive, but not really
really competitive. And that stems from a
number of reasons. One of the prime
reasons is that we don’t run the kind of
Special Tests that they do in Europe. Our
Two Day Qualifier tests aren’t really repre
sentative of the Six Days. The ISDT tests
aren’t laid out like ours. There’s a lot more
grass track; they’re off-camber. The
Qualifiers, they’re . . . ahh, they’re too
easy, they make it too easy for these guys.
“One of the things I want to do if I can
get free is go to Europe and ride the
European Reliability Championship Se
ries. That would give me much better
training for the Six Days. There’s a lot
more really competitive riders at the
Championship series than there is in the
States. It’s just like when the European
motocross riders came over here; our
riders had to get better. Well, our level of
riding is down here, and only once a year
do we get a chance to see where we really
are. After the Qualifier series and before
the Six Days, everybody has a false sense
of how good they are. Like if somebody
rode the series, and he won a class, and
he smoked everybody, he thinks, ‘I’m
gonna go over there and smoke those

guys back.’ That’s not what it’s really like.
It would be good to go over there early
and see where we’re at. We hope to go
over and be competitive and we’re really
not.”
Cycle: If we could mix and match riders
and brands, could America put together a
winning team right now?
Burleson: "America doesn’t have six
riders who could beat the Czechs. Not
right now. We have motocrossers who are
fast enough, but don’t have the experi
ence, and our Six Days riders aren’t fast
enough. Frankie’s probably our fastest
rider. . . he’s probably good enough.”
Cycle: A few different things would
help, then: Going to Europe to ride the
Reliability Championship Series and get
ting our Special Tests more like the Six
Days tests. Creating a fully professional
ISDT team would help—which in a way
would give Americans with the best shot
at the ISDT exactly what a pro motocrosser now has; a regular paycheck. But
is it likely that factories will—or do they
now—employ riders strictly as Six Days
men?
Burleson: “Well, Frankie is, basically.
John Fero is. I am, in a sense. Of course, I
have a dual role, with the National Enduros. Of course, I’m not salaried to ride
just Six Days, obviously. But that’s one of
the things that I do. Jackie Penton is, more
or less. Drew Smith and Mike Rosso—they
work for Suzuki in some capacity but also
race. It’s just that we’re professional ISDT
riders on a limited scale.”
Cycle: Do you think maybe you’re trying
to spread yourself too thin, do too many
things?
Burleson: “I may be. You may be right."
Cycle: What’s the key to producing
winning riders?
Burleson: “Ideally ... if a guy wants to
be really good, he has to ride, he has to
train. Also, we’re definitely going to have
to come more from motocross. As long as
they're going to continue to structure the
events the way they have. To make a
good Six Days rider you need to take
someone who has really good motocross
skills and teach him discipline . . . teach
him how to ride the trail. We’re coming
from the other direction. We’re taking
enduro riders and trying to make them go
fast. We've been doing that for a number
of years and we haven’t really . . . we’re
not really making vast gains in our overall
placing.
"So take a wild extreme: if we could
have Bob Hannah in the Special Tests
over there at the Six Days, why . . . we’d
smoke ’em cold. There are other Ameri
can motocross riders who are good, good
enough to possibly win a Special Test or
be right in there. But how is anyone going
to get those guys to want to do that when
they can make so much money riding
motocross? What would they get? They’d
get a little gold medal. The Six Days is
really for personal fulfillment.”
(Continued on page 115)
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Cycle: To make the ISDT attractive
enough to someone who could be com
petitive in motocross, it would probably
take some factory backing. Do you think
that will ever come from Husky or KTM?
Burleson: “Ummm . . . probably not."
Cycle: Do you think it might be more
likely to come from Suzuki or Yamaha?
Burleson: “I would say so, yeah. Be
cause you're not talking about one rider,
you're talking about a team, and then
you're talking about a lot of money. A big
company can use that money to enhance
their overall image. When I ride an enduro
bike, my efforts are directed at selling
enduro bikes. Take Harley-Davidson for
example: they don’t make any money
selling their XR750. That effort, which
they spend a lot of money on, is directed
at improving or enhancing their whole
image. That’s how I think the Japanese
could justify it. . . performance and relia
bility and all that stuff.”
Cycle: If a factory wanted to do it then,
they could do it? Do you think it’s just a
matter of perception: they don't perceive
it as important enough, so they aren’t
willing to put out the effort?
Burleson: “Oh, they're working on it. I
think it’s coming."
Cycle: From?
Burleson: “From the Japanese.”

"America doesn't have six riders
who could beat the Czechs.''
There are, then, certain inescapable
conclusions regarding America's future
involvement in the ISDT. A winning Tro
phy Team is going to have to include
riders with first-rate motocross ability.
Speaking realistically, we’d say the only
incentive to lure pro-level motocrossers to
the Six Days is factory employment. Until
some factory is willing to spend a consid
erable amount of money for a team, Amer
ica’s efforts will continue to be composed
of top-rank enduro and cross-country
riders who will continue to stand out only
in years of particularly tough Trials. Fi
nally, America's team would have an hon
est chance of winning a Trials if the
Special Tests were de-emphasized. as
many people wish they were. The likeli
hood of this happening, however, is slim.
Dick Burleson is without a doubt the
best enduro rider in this country, and—
considering his consistency—he may well
be the best ISDT rider in the United
States. However, given the ISDT's empha
sis on Special Tests, Frank Gallo and
other riders who are willing to concen
trate on motocross are America's hope.
Right now, America is applying Yankee
rules to a European game. The Euro
peans will continue to dominate that
game as long as some of their govern
ments act as maxi-sponsors and as long
as their top-level motocrossers choose to
ride the ISDT. Or until some factory thinks
of a way to lure Americans with moto
cross ability to the Six Days.
®
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425/85H-18
$36.97

510-16
510/85H-17
410/85H-18
460/85H-18
510/85H-18
325/360-19 RIB
360/85S-19

Belted for high-speed
performance and increased
mileage. Use with or

VISIT OUR
CATALOG
SHOWROOM

510H-18 MK II
325H-19 F6 RIB
350H-19 F6 RIB
360H-19
410H-19

$39.68
$29.39
$29.34
$31.22
$34.91

DUNLOP SPORTS SENI0R/K88
Low sidewall blocks for extreme
cornering. Self-cleaning.
510-17 K88 $28.74 500-18 K88 $33.60
410-18 SSR $22.46 300-21 SSR $22.57
460-18 SSR $26.28 325-21 K88 $27.64

CHENG SHIN
MOTOCROSS

IMPORTANT: Tire prices include Fed.
Exc. Tax. If you compare prices, be sure
freight. F.E.T. and sales tax are incl. in
total price quoted. Prices in previous
ads no longer valid.

Super Digger copy. Top
quality at lowest prices
385-14
410-18
460-18
530-18
300-21

$15.43
$20.79
$24.68
$31.89
$17.82

GOODYEAR EAGLE A/T & G/T

$52.30
$45.93
$49.33
$39.62

(c) Phantom Rider 1978.

TUBES — All sizes: Ch. Shin $3.98. Michelin $4.98.
Goodyear $6.49. Continental $8.96. Special with tire
purchase: Ch.-Shin $3.25. Goodyear $5.75.

SHOCKS & SPRINGS 1i»5iil)M&ft»

Low profile, blackwall, street/touring tires.

-SAVE UP TO 354b!

510-16
510-17
400-18
450-18

MULHOLLAND rebuildable street and MX shocks — all
lengths $38.95/pr. Springs: sgle rate $9.75/pr.
$10.95/pr.
MULHOLLAND LTG: LONG TRAVEL GAS SHOCKS — all
lengths $69.50/pr. Springs: sgle rate $17.50/pr. Progr.

A/T
G/T II
A/T
A/T

$39.98
$47.01
$34.86
$37.81

450-18
325-19
350-19

G/T II
$43.50
A/T
$28.62
G/T II RIB $33.72

A/T also available with Raised White Letters — tubetype or tubeless.

$23.95/pr.

H-P EXHAUST SYSTEMS Increases performance 8-20%.

LOCKHART OIL COOLERS

Hookir
Hon CB/CL350 68-73
Hon CB750 thru 76
Kaw Z1. KZ900, all
Suz GS750 77-78
Yam XS1/2/650. all
Yam XS750, all

Honda Fours/GL 1000/Kaw 650/900/1000/Suz GS750/Yam XS650/750 blk $64.98. chr. $84.98 H-D Sports/Nor/Tri blk $58.98. chr. $78.98. New: 700SS kits 50% increased cooling — Honda Fours. Kaw 900/1000. H-D Sports. Blk only $86.98. New! Thermostat
valve — works with all coolers — $26.00.

Type
2 into
4 into
4 into
4 into
2 into
3 into

Price (chromed)
1 $82.73
1 $121.57
1 $121.57
1 $140.14
1 $82.73
1 $122.43

Bissini
Type
Price (black)
Hon XR75 73-78
up or dn $40.07
Hon CR250 thru 75
down
$63.75
Kaw KZ650, all
4 Into 1 $136.00
Kaw H2 750, 74-76
3 into 3 $182.75
Suz GS550, 77-78
4 into 1 $136.00
Suz GT380/550/750 74-77 3 into 3 $182.75
Yam 250/350/400, all
twin
$135.10
Partial listing only. Kerker and Jardine
exhausts also available.

LESTER MAG WHE ELS
The unique cast alloy vheel system that accepts
tubeless tires for less wei ght and improved handling,
For BMW, H-D, Kaw. Suz. 'ront. from $124.00. Rear —
from $158.00. Hi-lighted S 8 extra per wheel. FREIGHT
INCLUDED. For details, cal us loll-free 1-800-854-3103.
Call or send for FREE CA1 ALOG.

Unbelievably comfortable and light (only 3 Ibs/pr). In
genuine black leather, 13V tall. V hard-wearing
rubber sole w/steel shank, zippered back. Scuff pads
on toe caps. In full sizes from 5 thru 13. $59.95/pr.

BELL HELMETS Save up to 12%
R-T (road/trail) wht (std). red, blu, ora $47.25
Magnum II
sil (std). wht, ora
$69.75
Star II
wht (std), ora
$87.70
Star 120
wht (std). ora
$79.90
Moto Star
wht (std), yel
$78.85
Sizes: 6%-7% Shoei helmets also available.

BELSTAFF TOURING JACKET
100% WATERPROOF, this comfortable and stylish
jacket is made of heavy-duty polyurethane-proofed
nylon with all seams sewn, solutioned and taped. Has a
red. quilted lining and four pouched front pockets.
Color: Black. Sizes: S (34"-36"). M (38"-40"). L (42"44") $79.95.
MATCHING PANTS: 27", 29". 31". 33" inseam $59.95.

NYLON MX PANTS
Made of strong nylon, these pants offer maximum
protection with plastic knee cups (removable) and thick
padding at hips. Reinforced seat. In black, red. or bluej
with contrasting stripe. Specify size: 22-38 $38.65.

SHIPPING CHARGES
must be added to all prices.
Minimum order Wesl of Mid
is $10.00.
Rockies west
Front tires
Rear tires
Shocks, springs
Exhausts
Boots
Helmets/jackets
/pants

2.00
2.85
2.25
3.60
2.00
1.50

2.85
4.15
3.25
5.25
2.85
1.85

East ol
Miss.
3.35
4.95
3.75
6.75
3.35
2.25

AK, HI, PR, CZ, APO/FPO customers, use
3rd col. Freight rates to Canada, add S3 to
amounts shown in 3rd col. All orders
shipped fully insured. For COD orders, add
SI.25 COD fee to freight charges. No CODs
to APO/FPO or Canada addresses.

1-800-854-3103

RIDER WEAR MUSTANG TOURING BOOTS

A

PHANTOM RIDER 3001 REOHIU. AVE

COSTA MESA CA 928Z6

PHANTOM RIDER < 3001 REDHILL AVE.. BIN 101. COSTA MESA. CA 92626
I Qty

i

Size

______

Description

I enclose:"
i) Mo Order i3 Cert. Check □ Pers. Check (allow 2 wks to clear)
1125% deposit — will pay balance, plus freight C.0.0
Charge to: 13 Visa/BankAm a M/Charge O Am Express
n Please send me your FREE catalog.
Account No ___________________________________________

Add shipping charges

Exp. dale

Bike year make, model------------------------------------------------Name________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________
City/State/Zip____________
Your phone no. (day time) (

call TOLL-FREE 1-800-854-3103
115

